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What Wood Is Good For Live Edge Furniture?

In house decoration, furniture plays a key role. If you want some unique type of furniture that
will give glamour to the room, then choose live edge furniture. This type of furniture
incorporates the natural edge of the tree. You would find different varieties of live edge
furniture at STATUSWOOD.
 

Which Woods Are Used For Live Edge Furniture?

For live edge furniture, you need strong & durable wood. Due to this reason, the live edge
furniture California uses gnarly wood. Here are some wood slabs they use for making this
type of furniture.
 

Maple
Redwood
Walnut

 

Maple

The maple wood is very durable and it has a beautiful gnarly pattern inside. Maple wood live
edge table California has become very trendy. This wood can soak any stain very easily and
you do not have to spend much time on its maintenance.
 

Redwood
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The Redwood is good for outdoor furniture. Live edge furniture made from this wood can
withstand bad weather without any problem. For this reason, people keep live edge furniture
California outdoor without any worry. Rain or snow won’t do any damage to this furniture.
 

Walnut

Walnut Live edge table California looks very glamorous. If you want any furniture to be the
center of attraction, then buying furniture made from walnut is good. The rich pattern inside
makes it so glamorous. You can buy this type of table for your office and make it gorgeous
looking.
 
The furniture maker STATUSWOOD always uses the best wood for furniture making. For this
reason, you can purchase their furniture without worrying about its quality. These days live
edge furniture has become very fashionable. These furniture pieces waste very little wood and
are beneficial to the environment. Due to this reason, those people who love nature like this
type of furniture and appreciate it very much.
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